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Tnmi Mr. Hie fie r
SvbjMti s w i  t y  Ini t l  tu t. o»nc<mtr»t> lt»  to tit la  «e»n»»lc» in th .

flfflift rt fluwiif1

There is aa epportnnity fter the Institute flsr Advanced Study to carve (rat 
for lts«lf a auch Mrs unique position la ecenoalcs than seeaed possible as 
recently as last autuan. To eabrace tho opportunity, however, re quires a 
fairly definite eoaaltaent to cultivate systomatically tho field of finance 
and to sake addlttonal appelntaents wad to create additional fad 11ties to 
that end. These coanitaents aay be and probably are aero definite than the 
Institute desires to undertake at present. The situation is «uch, however, 
that the whole subject deserves the deepest consideration, 

for Concentration
The advantages of oon centra ted derel opaont of a particular phase of econ

oales, as contrasted with an atteapt to cover the whole field, require little 
ceaaent for an institution dedicated to scholarship on an advanced plane, pro
vided only that the field chosen for concentration be sufficiently iaportant to 
merit consistent and systesatic development. I think you are responsible for 
the observation that it is only at the undergraduate level that educational 
institutions should soek to ae^t a primry responsibility for broad and com
petent training in all fields of scholarship. In graduate schools and es
pecially in an institution at the poet doctoral level, the aaln eaphasis in
stead should be placed upon achieving distinction in a Halted nuaber of care
fully selected focal polnte rather than upon broad coverage. Should such a 
policy be adopted generally in economics in tho graduate schools of this coun
try, the caliber of advanced work would be enormously forwarded. Znstead efDigitized for FRASER 
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diffusing their energies trying te cerer the universe, smch leading university 

would concentrate upon quality la seas one flsld with ths imsult, say, that 

advanced studsnts would train as a matter of course at Harvard if they were 

Interested la general economic theory, at Minneapolis or Stanford if thsy wsrs 

Interested In agrleulturil economics, and at Princston if thsy decided to spscial- 

Iss ia finance* I have oonsuited President Dodds informally upon this aspsct 

of ths subject and have found hist not only sympathetic, but anxious to cooperate 

by building up the Princeton graduate faculty In the sane direction, fhe pro

posal then Is to endeavor to stake Prlnafcon as a locality, including both the 

Graduate School ef the University and the work in economics at the Institute 

for Advanced Study, outstanding In the field of finance.

Chalo et ■■ *h» fltld tor Cane<atratl9n.

Ih* moat laportftnt 4»el»l®n from th« point of ritw at tho Initltat* A o m  

not revolve around the relative advantages and disadvantages of concentration, 

hut rather around the choice of finance as a specific field for concentration 

rather than, say, economic theoiy. Here, certain minor advantages accrue from 

the ffect that the Princeton Graduate School has already achieved eminence in 

that field and that the greater part of ay own experience has been gained la 

dealing with financial problems. In a much mere basic sense, however, evea 

without taking Into account the ipeciflc opportunity outlined below, the field 

of finance has great merit from the point of vlsw of the Institute.

1* It Is of primary social mfl economic importance. Problems of finance, 
especially monetary policy, stand at the very center of the public 
problems with which the world is wrestling and will in all probability 
continue to wrestle during the next generation at the least. Thsy are 
Problems, furthermore, that call as a matter of course for insight and 
guidance from the economist.
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2, there it no outstanding educational institution in tho world which has 
concentrated heavily in this field, tho scholars of outstanding imputa
tion can almost ho counted on tho fingers ef two hands. Most of them 
work in relative isolation and many of those such as Walter Stewart,
Henry Clay, Benjamin Anderson, B. G. Hawtiy and Alexander Goldenweiter 
have no academic connections, fairly well-defined groups of younger men 
haTe grown up around J. M. Keynes and H. Parker Willis, hut in neither 
case are the facilities available so comprehensive or balanced as to con* 
stitute an authoritative center of training sudx as is envisioned in this 
program.

3* la finance the scholar must of necessity subject the results of his think
ing to the Jfocts of real life. If he is to be effective he must combine, 
furthermore, a broad theoretical background with a hi£i degree of sheer 
technical proficiency. It is largely for this reason that to large a pro
portion of the outstmding reputations are found outside the universities 
and so few of the universities have been able to give their most promising 
professor* sufficient freedom to acquire the technical proficiency required.

k. An extraordinarily broad range of economic problems focus under the general 
heading of finance. It reaches so far in fact that the Institute would he 
in some danger of having selected too broad a field for intensive develop
ment rather than of having committed Itself to activity that might prove 
too limited in scope. To u»ention only a few of these ramifications, the 
proper evaluation of financial a d  monetary problems requires proficiency 
not only in problems of central hanking, monetary standards of value, aad 
the foreign exchanges. In addition, the student must be expert in financial 
organisation, in the monetary phases of economic theory, In questions ef 
public finance and taxation. In the theory and phenomena of price movements, 
and in economic fluctuations '*nd the theory of movements of the so-called 
business cycle.

Cp.ssratton with ScTarnmant and foundation.

In addition to these general considerations which would In any case mark 

the field of finance as one which the Institute should canvass most carefully 

before deelding upon the direction of its emphasis in economics, I feel I have 

located a very rich and in many senses unique opportunity which the Institute 

might grasp, if it is im a position to make its decision new. As this oppor

tunity is still in the realm ef an idea with no commitments made on any side,

I can best describe it by relating personal experiences in recent weeks..

In accordance with the specific projects outlined in ay memorandum of 

last autumn, all of which incidentally fell in the field of finance, I have 

been endeavoring to see whether it was possible (1) to ree on the individual 

scholar best qualified to work on each of the problass, (2) to make arrangements
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firing him access to needed material* and facilities, and ( 3) to detach him long 

enough frem hit current responsibilities to permit the execution of the project. 

To date, the difficulties have revolved largely around the last point* I hato 

found the expert* whoa I had in aind not only willing hut anxlous to work on 

these problems and the institutions affected reader to give ample access to 

facilities. The granting of a more or less indefinite leave of absence to a 

key individual in a functioning ©r^uai*ation, on the other hand, has presented 

a stumbling "block:. With the best cooperation in the world, the fact remains 

that experts of the type I have had in mind cannot leave the!r organ!Rations 

for six months, a year, or two years without placing their positions In real 

Jeopardy* I have not, therefore, felt Justified in pushing the projects until 

this major difficulty could he removed*

This contact 'fork, on the other hand, has suggested the opportunity which 

forms the occasion for this memorandum. In conferences at the Social Science 

Research Council, at the Federal Reserve Bank of Hew Yoric, at the Federal fte- 

serve Board In Washington, and also in discussions with a considerable number 

of Individuals who are intima tely concerned with the current confusion and con

flicts In monetary and financial theoiy, it has been urged that the Institute 

should undertake to provide leadership in organising a comprehensive attack oa 

the theoretical and factual problems Involved* While the various concepts as 

to what might he joined from such 1 eadership are not at all thought through 

as yet, and could not be until the project ms well under way, I think X can 

best summarise the common attitude which X have found by drawing an analogy 

shwing the contrast betwoen the state of Informed thinking on financial and 

monetary matters today and that which followed the crisis of I907.
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After 190 7, Congreee appoint ed the lational Monetary Commission to make an 

exhaustive investigation of tha reasons for tho crisis and tho weakness»s in 

otar financial structure which It had oxposod. this undertaking resulted even

tually in a huge series of publications, many of which to be sore made relatively 

little contribution to our thinking on the problem. At the same time a fairly 

general agreement was readied ae to the causes of the crisis, end as to the 

sain elements of reform in our financial structure that were indicated. This 

diagnosis, which allayed the silver controversy of lg$6 and which resulted 

eventually in the creation of the Federal reserve system,, was not confined te 

economists; it embraced legislators, financial leaders, and statesmen as well. 

Without questioning too deeply the correctness or d epth of the diagnosis reached, 

the fact remains that the effort, taken as a whole, constituted a major con

tribution to the ever recurrent problem of bringing the scholar in the social 

sciences into effective contact with the real problems of modern social or

gan isatlon.

As compared with the recent world wide crisis, that of 1907 appears un

important from almost any point of view, yet no comprehensive attempt has yet 

been launched to evaluate it on anything like the authoriative scale that was 

then undertaken by the National Monetary Commission. It is this leadership 

which the Institute Is being urged to undertake.

I have talksd this proposal over with numerous key individuals who would 

be involved and so & r  have fotmd them unanimously enthusiastic and urgent 

that we proceed immediately, with fee single exception of Walter Stewart whe 

was friendly, but did not seem to me to be enthusiastic. At the Social 

Science Research Council, f©r example, I was requested to frame up a specific 

proposal immediately ee that they could sound out the possibilities of fi

nancing the project. At the Federal Reserve Bank of Hew Tork, I ms urged to 

go ah.*d and prw .U .4 hearty moperation In u»klne matmeU and obtRlnlng

- 5 -
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material. At the Federal Reserve Board in Washington, Dr. &oldenweiser was 

equally enthusiastic and tho\jght that the Board might welcome the opportunity 

to oooperate formally in a joint, far-reaching investigation of the financial 

orieltt, detailing its own experts to participate and shouldering th© heavy 

expense that might ensue in the detailed examination of Its own record*, I 

hare aleo gone over the general scope of the proposal with Stacy Kay who has 

sade mluahle suggestions as to the heat form in which an inquliy of thie 

kind should he set up. fe ftajun»rize these remarks so far* (l) the need fer 

a comprehensive inquiry of the type contemplated is, I think, almost unques

tioned; (2) I hoare found not only enthusiasm for the inquiry, hut aleo an ex- 

traordlnaxy desire to cooperate on the part of those whose cooperation mould 

he most essential, so far as I hsvre hem able to aound thorn out; and (5 ) I have 

been urged from many sides to try to persuade the Institute to take the le?v» 
dershlp in the undertaking.

This raises, I think, two questions which should be decided before the 

specific implications of the proposal are examined, (l) Is the Institute 

the best organisation to undertake leadership in this undertaking, or should 

leadership be etiraralated somewhere else? In the latter case, I assme, the 

Institute would still desire to cooperate and participate on a project as 

close to its interests and ideals as this. The considerations involved in 

answering these questions can best he fornralated by canvassing alternatives.

A project of this kind must be authoritative, disinterested, completely free 

from suspicion of bias, and command the respect of the community. It requires 

the complete cooperation ef the parties at interest, but should not preferably 

be directed or controlled by them. This rules out autosm tlcally the use ef
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the aegis of such organisations as the Chasfcer ef Commerce, th* American Bankers* 

Ai*oelation, end th* Stock Exchange. It also militates somewhat against th*

Hi* of a device inch a* a Congressional Committee ef Inquiry or an inquiry in

augurated wholly and completely by the federal reserve system. With these 

sponsors eliminated there remain, (a) th* universities, none of which is any 

better equipped than the Institute and all of iihlch are acre committed to other 

•^etivltlee, (h) special research foundations such as the Brookings Institution 

and the Hational Bureau of Economic Research, and ( c) the possibility of organ

ising a special Institute fbr the purpose in hand, with special foundation sup

port* On balance, therefore, it would seem that the Institute for Advanced 

Study ia sub well equipped as aay other organization to assume leadership for 

th* undertaking.

fhe second question goes to the heart ef our problems h*r*v namely; from 

th* point of view ef the Institute for Advanced Study, hew does such an under- 

taking fltt Boos it represent a uni qua opportunity to be grasped, or would it 

divert the Institute from its true purposes? fhe answers here, 1 feel hinge 

mainly around the question of whether the Institute (l) desires to build up its 

woxfc in economics, apd (2) if so, does it desire to concentrate In finance* If 

It Is In a position te answer these two questions in the affirmative. It has 

hero an opportunity to achieve distinction quickly in Its chosen field that is 

unparallelled.

Should the Institute choose to cultivate finance and undertake leadership 

in this undertaking, it would need to proceed something as followsi-

1. It would nood to make provision fox*-
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a. The appointment Ia the near future of at least two 
additional professors of outstanding reputation In 
the field of finance*

b. The ajpointnent later of two or three additional 
professors and alee of assistants as need ffcr a 
more rounded faculty In finance developed.

c. The creation of additional clerical facilities.

d. The availability of offices and a certain amount of 
facilities not only for the resident faculty, but 
also for workers, rial ting professors, technical ex
perts, etc.

e. The availability of modest travel and entertainment 
funds for conferences.

With these provisions, which would require a total budget 
possibly as great as 130*000 next year and $100,000 annually 
thereafter, the Institute would be in a position to create a 
distinctive school of finance. This school would then assuae 
leadership in formulating a broad inquiry into the causes and 
phenomena of the financial crisis as indicated above. The In
quiry rrould be set up as a project sponsored by the Institute 
for Advanced Study, te be carried out disinterestedly in co
operation Trith p.ll of the agencies «od interests affected, and 
to be financed in part by the Rockefeller foundation and in 
part by the official agencies involved. *hile the Institute 
would be sponsor and assume leadership, little of the actual 
investigation would be carried on here. The Institute would rey
re sent rather a center of intellectual stimulus. Specific pro
blems to be investigated would be proposed here, their exact 
formulation agreed upon here after full consultation with 
scholars and experts from outside, and the results of the in
vestigations as they were carried on would be subjected te 
constant evaluation and advice from the Institute which would 
act as the rallying point for disinterested and competent 
scientific opinion.

To mike this suggested procedure effective would require a 
formal request for the cooperation of the off lei si agencies 
involved, and a formal request to the Rockefeller Foundation 
for supplementary financing to enable us to bring into the 
project experts and interested parties from outside the offi
cial agencies and the staff of the Institute. The project, I 
think, should have a general oommlttee on iftiich experts in 
the official agencies, the Social Science Research Council, 
outstanding scholars from ether univsrslties, aad other par
ties of Interest were represented*
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forth** specific steps lm procedure cannot, of eours*, he forarolated *  

tho present time. As X see ltv tho project should not ho conceived as a 

specific Inquiry to ho puhlishod sojss time later la the form of a shelf of 

voluaies. Publication of scientific results obtained will, of course, he 

required, hat the laethod followed should he that of continuous and searching 

Inquiry. At all steps la the process every effort should be ®ade to engage 

the interest and obtain the critical help «nd advice of scholars throughout 

the field so that the inquiry itself would constitute an educational process 

in advanced scholarship, and the results would represent a real focus of cost- 

pet*nt and informed opinion*

In driving toward this gsal'th* Institute would, X believe* become the 

natural c*nter for admnoed work in finane# throughout the count xy. In the 

pr***ss of carrying out the inquiry, which would tafe* at the least five years, 

all of the leading scholars in finance, both bere and abroad, would have he*n 

in contact with the Institute, ao«t would have taken extended part in the 

forarolation of prohlesis here and the evaluation of results, mad many would 

have been engaged in narking en specific phases of specific Investigations.

In addition, younger men at the post doctoral level who would he used as 

assistants throughout, nould he afforded an unrivalled opportunity for advanced 

training in finance*
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May 31, 193G

35 oar Pro feasor Taussig!

Attached ia tho review for which you bavo m i ted so 
patiently . 1 m troly  sorry for the delay and feel that 
on any objective basis of jud^taent i t  was inexcusable. 
Person/illy, however, I found nyself In a si tm tlcn  which 
m s d istin ctly  uncomfortable, for I realized that theoe 
volumes failed  u tte rly  to provoke in me anything of par
tic u la r significance to say. As you w ill see, I have 
fin ally  m-/Ie a so rt of solution of the problem by build
ing the review around that point*

Please forgive me.

Sincerely yours#

"Infield  W. e ie fle r

Professor Taussig
2h© Quarterly Houmal of Economics
Harvard University
Can-brid^e, Massachusetts
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THE DILEMMA. OF QBNTML BAOTIHG

Clark, Lawrence £. - Central Banking Under the Fedem! Reserve System
The MacMillan Company, U37 PP* $5*00

Gregory, T. X. - The Gold Standard and Its Future. (Third Edition)
E. P. Dutton & Co., Inc., 185 PP. £U50

Gayer, Arthur D. - Monetary PoljLcrand. J-Cmofeig StaMUg&tlm  
The MacMillan Company, 2gg pp, gs/o net

Hawtry, R. 0. - The Art off Central Banking
Longmans, Green & Company, UbH pp, 12/ net

Durbin, E. F. M. - Tfee Problem of Credit Policy
Chapman & Hall, Ltd. , 267 pp, a®*

-0-

Sere are five volumes dealing with problems of money and of central 

banking, all written during the “Great Depression". Inevitably, therefore, 

they are dominated by the complications of that period which witnessed at 

one time or another the collapse of nearly all of the financial arrange

ments In terms of which banking theorists have been trained to think.

These *7011211108 have not been selected as the five most significant mono

graphs dealing with the crisis, nor as five studies directed toward any 

particular aspect of the collapse; they have not, in fact, been selected 

at all. They comprise, rather, a typical reviewer*s package of recent 

publications, all by authors of a high level of competence, including two 

of the most distinguished schoirs In the field. As such, they present a 

peculiarly baffling problem to the reviewer, for, after one has stated 

(a) that they are all concerned with central banking and (b) that they 

have all obviously been stimulated by the repercussions of the financial
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collapse, one has very nearly stated all that Is common to them. Taken 

as a whole, they give little sense of dealing with a common range of pro

blem; they neither agree nor supplement each other,nor, on the contrary, 

do they clash directly* fhe re is absent even the negative virtue of con

troversy, a clean-cut divergence of analysis leading to a clearer delinea

tion of the problem.

In view of these circumstances, some analysis of these volumes from 

the point of view of their diversity* some discussion of the considered 

tlo&s which may have compelled these authors to take the differing direc

tions which they do, may jtaaish the best common gtound from which to ap

praise their woric. In a sense* this is the most important as well as the 

most avail able point of departure for the critic, for ladfc of agreement 

among experts on the subject of central banking has gone far beyond the 

bemads of desirable aad stimulating intellectual controversy. It approaches 

am Intellectual scandal with shocking effects of the gravest import upon 

the formulation of public policies#

Sow, iwhat has been Injected into the field of monetary problems, what 

has been omitted to throw the several contributions out of focus with each 

other? Why is it ttiat a group of qualified and gifted students, each working 

to explain a definite segment of a general problem, emerge* not with a mosaic 

in i*hich their separate contributions serve to delineate the problem as a 

whole* but rather with a series of more or less Isolated fragments, each 

of which possesses validity within its own logic and in terms of its own

premises* but which, taken together, give no sense of logical or coherent 

treatment and seem to Increase rather than diminish the current state of 

confusion in this important area of human knowledge? To arrive at some
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sense of the complexities of this problem# let ta take tfeese fir® contri

butions individually, as samples of current woxk on central banking, and 

attempt to stats the point of view or background from which the analysis 

in each case proceeds*

X. Mr, f. $. Gregory in his latest edition of "The Gold Standard 

and its future * again takes up tha problem raised by the abandonment of 

the international gold standard and marshals the evidence to demonstrate 

the necessity for its early to cons traction# Witfoln the limits of its 

covers, this volume Is at the same time more inviting, compelling aad 

convincing tfian any other of these five works. Inviting because it 

charts a course of future action in terms of an economic and monetary 

analysis which we are all equipped to understand# the analysis, in fact, 

with which we have all been indoctrinated; compelling because the author 

has at his command the logic of international trade and of the interaa- 

tional gold standard# a logic which haa been perfected for over a century 

by some of the finest scholarship in the field of central banking; con

vincing because Mr. Gregory himself applies this analysis and this logic 

to our current difficulties with the touch of the gifted expert, never at 

a loss for the argument or data needed to clinch a point. That it remains 

convincing only within its covers, however, is amply illustrated, not only 

tjy the current contributions of other students# but also by the apathy 

with which this whole integrated series of conospts is now treated by lea- 

ders in lndustxy, finance and government, abroad as w«3Ll as here.
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XI. Mr* Lawrence Clark in "Centml Banking 'under tha Federal Re- 

serve System* also writes from the background of orthodox banking theory.

He undertakes (1) to trace the growth of central basking functions within 

the Federal reserve system during the first twenty years of its operations, 

and (2) to classify these operations accordir^ to the extent to which they 

have exemplified or have diverged from the patterns of growth foreseen by 

soiae of the chief banking averts who parti cipat#d in the drafting of the 

original legislation. A large body of material is assembled within this 

restricted framework, but no real attempt is mad© to focu* it either on 

an evaluation of the performance of the reserve system in terms of the 

problems which it faced, or oa an evaluation of the adequacy of the ortho

dox concepts in terms of which it was framed#

XIX. Both of the writers so far described have chosen the more or

thodox approach and both have concerned themselves directly with monetary 

phenomena and their implications. Mr* R. d. Hawtry in "The Art of Central 

Bankiijg* also develops his concspts largely in terms of the operations of 

financial institutions, but he is really concerned with the effects of 

central bank operations upon the flow of income. Using his fine logical 

mind with the precision of a surgeon handling a scalpel, he dissects the 

concept of a central bank aa 1he bankers1 bank, the lender of last resort 

to the money market, and emerges with a new concept in which the central 

bank is described solely in terms of its function as the lender of last 

resort to ths economic syste® as a whole. Under the compulsion of this 

concept, the myriad financial institutions of the raafket place become

Jkm
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almost lay figures performing certain serviceable routine functions in 

their own right, but important primarily aa channels or canals by which 

the operations of central banks in pumping funds into or out of the mar

ket at the center are directly reflected in an augmentation or diminution 

in the purchases of final consumers at the periphery of the financial and 

economic process* The central bank, accordingly, has one and only one 

prime responsibility, namely to maintain a stable outlay by consumers; 

all of its efforts should and must be directed toward that end*

How, up to this point the concept Is still In focus with or at least 

can be reconciled with accepted theories and practices of central banking. 

k sharp divergence arises, however, in Mr. Hawtrey*s vigorous corrollaries, 

the most important of which he embodies in the phrase *the inherent in

stability of credit*. Taking this characteristic of credit as established, 

he necessarily evaluates central bank polity from a point of view which is 

essentially opportunistic and concerned -primarily with short-run phenomena. 

For if credit is inherently unstable and tends to gather momentum rapidly, 

there Is little place In the application of central banking policy for the 

inclusion of long-run considerations such as the maintenance of economic 

or financial equilibrium. It is unnecessary in fact, if not iiaproper, for 

a central bank to consider the long-run implications of financial tenden

cies toward disequilibrium until they have expressed themselves in a dis

tortion of consumers outlay. This is the moat important and far reaching 

lesson that emerges from his logic. If one accepts the analysis as com- 

plate^TK© is forced to conclude that the course of central bank policy
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should be charted primarily on the basis of day to day developments In or

der that operation® may be initiated promptly to counteract fluctuation*

In consumers* outlay. It is not sufficient that theae operations *hould 

have a tendency to counteract such fluctuation*. If the policy is to be 

justified, thsy must succeed# for only then can the Inherent instability 

of credit be prevented from gathering momentum* The whole problem of cen

tral banking policy is focussed, therefore, upon short-nan development* 

alone; the central banker must maintain immediate equilibrium, and, pro

vided that he i* successful In doing so, the financial problem* with trtilch 

he otha iwise would be concerned are either greatly mitigated or tend to 

disappear. Of the ability of the central bank to counteract distortion* 

in the consumer** outlay, there can be no question in Mr. Hawtry** analy

sis, for his major premise rests basically upon the as sumption that the 

central bank is always capable of exerting sufficient pressure to force 

a contraction in the consumers1 dutlay and likewise is always in a posi

tion to flood consumers with sufficient excess balance* to force an in

crease in their expend!tors*. Thus, the fielu of vision of the central 

banker is narrowed to the current phenomena of the market place; and the 

correct criteria by which he judge* that market arc the lndexe* of whole

sale commodity price* and of unemployment#

Such, in brief, is the analysis, developed with penetrating insight
it

and skill* UndeV, however, central banking, after having been emanci

pated from excessive devotion to reserve ratios and raised to an Art, is 

reduced once more to a Trade, and the position of the central banker is 

again made analogous, not to that of the navigator who lays out the course,
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but rather to that of tho helmsman who steers lt«

IT* Whereas Mr. Hawtry devote a most of his effort to proving that the 

significance of cent m l bank operations lies in their repercussions upon 

the flow of income, Mr. S. I*. M. Durbin In **fhe Problem of Credit Policy* 

assumes thla conclusion almost aa a natter of course. His analysis la la 

focrus with Mr. Hawtry1*, therefore, to the extent that it also centers 

upon fluctuations and distortions in consumers’ outlay. He labors tinder 

no illusions, however, concerning the necessity, in a successful develop

ment of policy, of maintaining equilibrium on a long-run basis as well as 

la terms of the current scene. He is also aware that the policies required 

to achlere these two objectives simultaneously may involve serious conflict. 

Devoted, la the first part, to an abstract analysis of the effects of the 

injection of new money upon tha income stream, he comes to the conclusion 

that a credit policy directed toward the maintenance of a constant money 

value of consumers* income per head would best meet the various require

ments of economic equilibrium involved. The most Interesting section of 

this part of the analysis is that which discusses the possibilities of 

disequilibrium through profit inflation which are inherent In the com- 

modity price stabilisation programs that were so widely advocated in the 

nineteen-twenties*

The latter half of this stimulating study is devoted to suggestions 

for the execution of the policies proposed. On the side of diagnosis, 

rather heavy reliance is placed upon the efficacy of six new aad interest

ing statistical indexes whic& are proposed as guides to credit policy, a
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reliance that is surprislng in view of the fact that they are purely 

hypothetical and hare never been constructed or tested for reliability* 

Three of these indexes would be constructed to measure fluctuations, res

pectively* in the three major categories according to which Keynes has 

classified deposits— consumers* balances, industrial accounts, and finan

cial accounts— while the other three would measure debits to these same 

types of accounts* By interpreting divergent or convergent trends in 

these six series simultaneously, Mr. Shubin believes it would be possible 

to maintain a fairly accurate current diagnosis of the major economic 

strains iMteing for disequilibrium. Now, movements of these indexes would 

undoubtedly be interesting and might well be decisive in their revelations 

under certain conditions. Their construction, moreover, presents no in

superable statistical problem* It is extremely do\ft>tful, however, whether 

they could erer be made to function as the main guides to credit policy.

Tbs indexes of debits, for example, would be uncertain at best because of 

the difficult nature of the delicate seasonal adjustment required and be

cause of the inclusion of many fortuitous and duplicating transactions#

They could probably never be read with sufficient precision to indicate 

shifts in deposits as between the different categories of accounts except 

in &e  case of drastic movements where the nature of the p&aaomena involved 

would already be apparent from otfrer data* Hone of the indexes, further* 

more, would register shifts within any of the six general categories, 

shifts which also might have important implications to the maintenance of 

equilibrium.

- g -
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Toward tha close of his study, Mr. Duxfcin tackles fee same Gordlan 

knot that Is absorbing tha attention of so many economists in Great Brit- 

ain, namely, how to use credit policy to achieve and maintain full employ

ment in a system of free enterprise operating -under the limitation of rigid 

costs* By the time he gets throxagh he has not only abandoned the mainten

ance of foreign eocchange parities* and been forced to stretch to the full 

the possibilities of orthodox central bank open market and discount opera

tions; in addition, he finds It necessary to add several new weapons to 

the arsenal of control: namely, variations in the quailty of bank assets 

and variations in the Treasury budget designed alternately to inject funds 

into fee market through borrowing and then to reabsorb them thro-ugh super- 

taxation*

?• One can comprehend the serenity of Mr• Hawtry*s general position 

in the face of considerations such aa are raised by Mr. Gregory, since 

all his conclusions are based upon the assumption that conscious stabili

zation of economic activity through central bank action is not difficult 

of achievement. The slant that Mr. Burbln takes is wore interesting in 

that he holds as tenaciously as Mr* Hawtxy to fee latter* s goal despite 

great scepticism with regard to the effectiveness of the means of action 

at hand and full realisation that the situation Is fraught with possi

bilities of devastating collapse, If credit policy, In its execution, 

misreads the current scene and sacrifices long-run economic equilibrium 

at the altar of abort-run prosperity. Deeply concerned as he obviously 

is with this dilemma, and aware of its implications, he does not, at this
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parting of the ways, direct his attention to the requirement* necessary for 

the reestablishment of international equilibritun under the gold standard, 

but choose® instead to push farther Into the potentialities of credit con

trol# Something of the same choice is made by Mr. Arthur Gayer inllone- 

tary Policy and Bconomic Stabilisation## Xn this excellent analysis of 

recent monetary controversies, Mr. Gayer first stresses with sympathetic 

insight the genuine values of the position which Ur. Gregory defends* but 

notes the impediments nhich economic nationalism has raised to the adoption 

of effective policies directed toward these ends# He also examines in de

tail the claims of the alternate objectives of credit policy now under 

discussion and indicates the logical difficulties which, in their execu~ 

tlon, they most be prepared to surmount* Saving come also, then, to much 

the s?j»e parting of the ways as that Just noted in the case of Mr. Durbin, 

he presents a strong defense of the right of peoples, under conditions re

cently prevailing in this nationalistic world, to ameliorate their condi

tion through the adoption of national policies such as the large scale 

expansion of public wox&s, even though such policies involve the sacri

fice of institutions as important as the gold standard. He is judicious 

and adept throughout in handling the logical implications of ths raging 

monetary controversies with which he deals, and, in addition, supports 

and Illustrates his judgments with a nice handling of the factual data, 

especially that covering t&e prosperity period of the nineteen twenties#

To summarise the five authors briefly* Messrs, Gregor? and Claric 

pursue their analysis in the common and more familiar terminology of ao- 

ttaal banking and credit operations. Messrs. Hawtry and Durbin, on the
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other hand* are concerned with ^he stabilisation of economic activity, 

and their interest in central banking is secondary, except as central banks 

way be made an instrument toward the achievement of this goal, Mr* Gayer, 

finally, who is attracted by the values in all these differing points of 

view and is aware of their vaiying implications, solves their implicit 

contradictions for himself by defending the right and duty of economists 

to advocate, and of responsible officials to pursue, unorthodox policies 

in unusual times*

How the desire to expand the functions of money is not a new phenom

enon in central banking history. There have always been heard the voices 

of distinguished scholars urging control of the issue of money in one fora 

or another for the purpose of affecting certain social ends that lie some

what outside of the immediate field of monetary phenomena# What is dis

tinctive about the current scene is that this purpose has finally become 

part of the frame of reference of most scholars in the subject. Hot only 

most they take it into account, a majority, at least, now feel that they 

must pursue it# When their analysis shows that any particular line of 

policy directed toward atabilination leads into difficulties or reaches 

a complete impasse, they no longer drop the goal as unattainable, but are 

forced by m  inner necessity to invent new approaches to the problem# In 

f&ort, students in the field of central banking have become sensitive to 

the demand that the central banks should expand their responsibilities to 

include the stabilization of economic conditions.
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As a result, they now analyze the behavior of central basks from 

various points of view and critidte their action*, not again*t a tingle 

background of defined and accepted responsibilities and duties, but from 

the several points of attack that economists are exploring in their ef

forts to find a cine toward a more stable economic order. As a further 

result, they Judge the same central bank action to be either meritorious 

or pernicious according to the particular line of reasoning whicth each 

Is pursuing at any particular tine. A specific illustration is afforded

by the division of competent eapertt m  the wisdom of the federal He serve
Mr.

System’s celebrated decision to east the money market in 1927._/Hawtiy*

for example* cites that decision as an exemplification of central bank
Mr.

policy at itt best._/Itarbin does not comment t̂ >on it specifically* but 

the logic of his approach lends strong support to the view of those who 

have criticised it on the ground that it ran directly against the require

ments of longwrun equilibrium. Sow, the experience of I927 is sufficiently 

recent to remain vivid and at the same time sufficiently remote to permit 

a full observation of the consequences of that action. It fell in a period, 

furthermore, characterised by the collection and organisation of basic 

economic data on a scale never hitherto available. The fact that after 

nine years it can still be the subject of sharp division among eaperts, 

even nmon£ experts who are agreed that central banks can and should star- 

bilizt business activity, throws Into hi^h relief the inadequate nature 

of prestnt attacks on that problem*

In answer to the first of our two questions, then, "tfhat has been in- 

Jmcted into the field of monetary problems to throw the several contritn*- 

tions Out of focus with tadbi other?*1, we may at least sey (l) that the
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desire to use cent m l banks as a medium for economic stab ilizatio n  has 

continued to gather momentum, aad ( 2) that tha analytical foundations re

quisite for tha translation of this desire into practice are s t i l l  far 

from secure. In addition, however* a certain sh ift of asphasis-haa taken 

place which, complicates the problem,, a sh ift that ia  more d if f ic u lt to 

define 'because th© authors themselves do not appear to be fo lly  conscious 

of i t s  implications* Until fa irly  recently the p o ssib ility  of tuning cen

tra l bank action, aa a meima tomrd stabilization  was regarded primarily 

aa an addition to fee other and older responsib ilities of central 'bankers, 

aad not aa a redefinition of those duties* I t  was s t i l l  accepted, for 

example, that maintenance of the currency and of liq u id ity  in the money 

market was a primary function of central banka, tie  requirements of which 

preceded in importance their responsib ilities for more general economic 

stab ilisation* I t  was, also, rather generally assumed that the most that 

could be aaked of central banka was that they use th eir great powers aa 

an in f lu e n t  toward economic stab ilizatio n , not that they be responsible 

for i t s  achievement. In lauch of the current writing on central banking, 

however, the powers end a c tiv itie s  of central banka are treated primarily 

aa immediate instrument* of general s tab ilizatio n , while their other rea- 

p o n sib ilities tend to be relegated to a subordinate position*

th is  sh ift in emphasis supplies an answer to our second question, 

*»3hat ojaissions are responsible for the lack of focus in these works?w* 

trad itio n ally , students of monetary phenomena have been concerned p ri

marily with the requirements of financial s ta b ility  and financial equil

ibrium* They have asaujaed, moreover, almost as a gjatter of course, that

—13’**
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& correct appraisal of those requirements constituted la Itself a contri

bution toward economic welfare* la these fire works taken as a whole, 

however, the implications of th® recent financial collapse receive rela

tively little consideration, faken by It self, the collapse is either 

neglected* or tends to be treated as a by-product of economic instability, 

and almost no attention is accorded to the lessons which the experience 

might be expected to contribute to mr knowledge of financial organiza

tion.

How, without financial stability and financial equilibrium there can 

be no economic stability or economic equilibrium. We have, moreover, in 

the experience of the last fifteen years, a rick body of laboratory ma

terial capable of being used to tmrt 'mar theories and especially adapted,to a
witl̂  regard to

test: of the adequacy of our concepts jjx 6ie basic requirements of a func

tioning financial me&aalsm* It must be used, however, as a basis for a 

real testing, for a real evaluation of %etr relative merits, aad not as 

a body of material in which one can find abundant Illustrations to support 

almost any point of view, fhe failure to recognise this opportunity and 

to work this rich mine of experience has had the effect, consequently, of 

omitting from the picture the vary phenomena with which students of mone

tary problems are most intimately concerned. It has also left relatively 

untouched the one field of activity which holds the greatest promise of 

bringing focus and unity into their work*

For the deplorable condition of our financial machfnesy and the
of the specific 3̂ asur-es req^site 

iaadsfnaoy of Our knowledge/for i t s  improvement eonstituter a challenge
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to economists throughout the fie ld  of monetary problems* There is  no 

school of thought in the entire range of current controversy that does 

not require as a foundation for the stiperstmctur© of i ts  logic the ex

istence of a functioning financial median ism capable of surviving the 

straina i t  may reasonably be e je c te d  to experience. That mechanism 

does not exist today, nor has i t  existed during any of the periods with 

whieh current woric in  central banking is prim arily concerned. 'The p e rti

nent fact of this period ia not that costs were too rig id , or that the 

p a ritie s  chosen for currency stab ilisa tio n  were out of lin e , or that 

speculation existed, or that economic nationalism was rampant. These, 

together with many other fundamental maladjustments, were a l l  factors in 

tha situation  and contributed their quota to the experience as a whole, 

they do not account, however, for the appalling depth to which the de

pression ran* Tha rata a t iGiich the economic mechanism functioned for 

long periods during the twenties yielded abundant evidence that i t s  

capacity was sufficient to withstand strains such, as these* uneconomic 

though they were* Tha outstanding fact of this depression is  that dur

ing i t s  course there occurred the collapse a t many key points of the f i

nancial machinery of the world by rae?,ns of which trade is  sustained be

tween countries, income is translated into consumption, and savings are 

translated into jobs* Tha economic distortions that are uppermost in 

our exparianca today and tha u tte r  stagnation of ac tiv ity  by which they 

ware accompanied, were inextricably bound up with that collapse. In no 

sanaa can they ba considered as isolated phenomena, existing independently

—15**
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of their financial counterpart. It la idle, moreover, to treat the fi

nancial collapae passively as the result to he expected inevitably to 

follow from the atr&ina present in the economic aituation. Of course, 

it waa "caused1* by them in the aenae that it occurred under oonditiona 

of pressure, and, of courae, it waa accentuated by the ensiling repe in

cus alone* The point ia that a financial mechanism capable of performing 

ita function in modem economic society must be capable of withstanding 

adverse economic oonditiona, oonditiona orach more a eve re than thoae 

which were present aa early in the depreasion aa 193 0 the finan

cial structure fir at began to crumble* The appearance of hoarding aa a 

aignifleant factor in the American economic aituation, for example, 

datea not from 1932 and 1933 *k*& the depreasion had reached auch depth 

that bank inaolvencles were to be expected, but from the autumn of 1930* 

In that year also the inability of the mechanism of our capital markets 

to maintain the flow of investment became apparent, while in the inter

national field serious doubts began to aria# with reapect to the strength 

of the gold exchange atandard. Hovr it is true that the world was in the 

midat of a depreaaiott in 193$* that it m i the decline in activity 

from the levela of I92& and 19^9 which exposed thee* weakneasaa in th* 

financial structure, The actual level of economic activity# however, 

waa still fairly high, and the dap re aa ion had not progressed anywhar* 

near a point that would justify major cracks in the pillars of an ade

quate financial structure*

- 1 6 -
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Meanwhile
the absence 'both of fundamental reorganization of the financial 

structure mtI of an acceptable synthesis of current theories on the re

latio n  of central hank opemtions to economic stab ility  , our central 

hanks are inpaled on the horns of a dilemma. For the public has accepted 

as a fact the thesis pro3irulgate& by economists, not only that central 

banks should* but also that they know how to stab ilize  business ac tiv ity , 

and the quality  of th e ir performance w ill be Judged in accordance with 

these standards* Shis is  a type of responsibility that cannot be argued 

away, no .matter how relevant the considerations adduced, and the officers 

of central banks in the future, to a wuch greater extent even than in 

the past* w ill be bound to sake their decisions in the lig h t of that 

responsibility*

-17-
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London, England 

US
Dear Mr* Hautreys

During the past week I have been reading -with rather more than ordinary

care "The Art of Central Banking", partly, I must confess, as the result of a

request from Professor F* W* Taussig that I prepare a broad article covering recent

literature in the field of money and banking* In the course of this experience, I

have became dissatisfied, more acutely than before, with the general published

article or review as an aid to the meeting of minds in our field* The questions

raised in my mind by your article "Speculation in Wall Street" particularly are

err'
of the kind -which simply cannot be dealt with fairly, objectively, saad adequately 

within the scope of an article or review* I am turning, consequently, to the 

informality of direct correspondence to put ayself in touch with your thought*

I was on the staff of the Federal Reserve Board in Washington during 

the years covered by that article, with the responsibility of preparing a continu

ing series of analyses of the current situation. The experience remains, in 

consequence, particularly vivid in my mind, and as I pass from paragraph to 

paragraph of your article I find myself frequently quickening with pleasure as you 

analyze some difficult point -with just the instruments that seem to me correct and 

with the distribution of emphasis that corresponds with my own understanding of 

the period* At other points, -when your reading of the situation differs from the 

one I had at the time, I cannot help wondering whether you had the same facts in 

mind as I, and whether we can, in the light of subsequent events, now paint a 

clearer picture of the whole experience*

As a specifio case in point, you have in the background of your mind,

I feel, a general appraisal of the year 1929 as one in whioh the industrial situa

tion was fairly sound or at least not so unbalanced as to be a cause for special 

apprehension apart from the stock market and the credit situation* In this position,
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Mr# Hautrey — 2 ■»

I am sure, you are in  substantial agreement with the great majority of competent 

American observers a t that time# Now, i t  happens that my own feeling about the 

situation  was quite d ifferent. I had a host of apprehensions, especially over 

the building situation, the foreign situation, and the extent to which the 

rela tiv ely  high rate  of business activ ity  reflected an unstable equilibrium 6n 

which a high rate of consumption was based on the u tiliz a tio n  of income arising 

out of t in  stock market profits*

I cannot possibly go into d eta il in  th is  le t te r  to indicate the wide 

range of factual background upon which th is judgment was based any more than you 

could indicate, within the scope of your a r tic le , the background upon which you 

arrived a t your judgment concerning the to ta l industrial situation  in the United 

States in  1929. I would like to go into considerable d e ta il, however, in  the case 

of the automobile industry. I choosy this, industry part ly ]?ecause I am- not ruertain
J juta JU&Ai. fSf

li'-w ylin T l7 ,niHii"i I t  T*"" "*** betfause of i ts  basic

importance in  expressing the tempo of American business, ^and partly because i t  is
/t44H4*

the one really  major industry in which we have fa ir ly  wide coverage of

facts* I f  you have the time and the inclination to do so, I would appreciate a 

word from, you on your reading of the situation  in  this industry in 1929, not as 

you saw i t  then or as you saw i t  when you wrote your a r tic le , but as you see i t  

now in the light of a l l  the available data, both that which I shall cover in th is 

le tte r  and that which I may have missed or neglected.

Specifically, your a rtic le  notes that the main decline in  industrial 

production in 1929 prior to the stock market break was concentrated in  the building 

and motor industries* Although I have not looked into th is phase of the subject 

recently, I am inclined to agree on this point, having w ritten something to the 

same effect in, I believe, the review of the month of the Federal Reserve Bulletin 

for Uovember 1929* In a d ifferent section of the a r tic le , however, you make the
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Mr* Eau'trey-

parallel point that the stock market broke in  the autumn of 1929 because the 

preceding period of high money rates had impaired the prosperity which had given 

rise  to development of an excessive amount of speculation in common stocks* ^he 

a rtic le  is  not ex p licit, however, on the rela tio n  of the motor industry to these 

movements and permits the inference that the decline in motor car production 

during the summer of 1929 reflected a decline in consumer purchases of motor cars 

due to a re s tric tio n  of consumer incomes, caused by the existence of high money 

rates* I t  is  to ascertain -whether you had th is particular inference in  the back 

of your mind or not that gives occasion to this le tte r*  I f  you did, I would 

appreciate your drawing of the situation as you saw i t*

I have arranged the relevant data on the motor industry in  the 

accompanying table and charts to show, f i r s t ,  the to ta l volume of activ ity  in this 

industry in 1929, and, second, the d istribution  of th is activ ity  as between the 

various months of the year* The data seems to indicate:

A* That to ta l new motor car purchases by domestic consumers in  1929 

as a whole, including the low fourth quarter a fte r the collapse in Wall S treet,

averaged very la r g e ,_______ per cent in  excess of 1928 and___________per cent

in excess of the annual average during the period 1923-1928, when to ta l new 

automobile purchases by consumers were making a sort of plateau, indicating that 

the industry was approaching a saturation point* We do not have the data to s p lit  

exports of .American motor cars, so as to indicate the month to month rate of pur

chasing by foreign consumers as distinguished from exports to build up the inventories 

of foreign dealers. The aggregate of motor exports in 1929, however, was also very

large, ____________ Per cent in  excess of 1928 and________  per cent in  excess

of the average for the years 1923-1928*

B* That the sharp decline in sales of automobiles to consumers in  1929

took place in  the month of ____________ rather than the month o f ___________*

This would seem to indicate th at this drop reflected the drastic collapse in stock
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Mr. Eautrey

market prices rather than a pressure on consumers’ incomes arising out of credit 

restriction.
C. That production of motor cars in 1929 expanded by an even greater

margin than sales to consumers, for the year as a -whole, by__ _ _ _ _  Per cen^
as compared with 1928 and___________per cent as compared with the average of
1923-1928# This increase, which was refleoted in an expansion of dealers’ 
inventories, was particularly marked during the first six months of the year, when 
production exceeded the corresponding months of 1928 by per cent, and
*  - th—ifirTT-m--■i-̂n-—w»iiti *>

of the years 1923-1928 by ___________ per cent.
D. That in consequence of these facts the sharp decline in automobiles 

between July and October 1929 reflected primarily an excessive rate of output during 
the first half of the year rather than a decrease in consumers’ demand, which in 
fact continued at the highest levels in the history of the industry.

The life history of the situation, of course is only partly revealed 
in this summary. To paint the picture correctly requires a host of impressions, 
largely of a qualitative rather than a quantitive character. In so far as I have 
been able to gather them, however, these additional details do not seriously qualify 

the main outline of the picture indicated above. The three following examples, 
which come to my mind as I write, will indicate -what I mean.

I. In the summer of 1929 we heard rumors that motor manufacturers had 
seriously over-sold their foreign representatives and that no new orders were being 
placed from abroad. It may be that a drop in consumer purchases abroad, reflecting 

the first stages of the coming depression, played its part in this decline. Inasmuch 

as actual shipments abroad, however - presumably on old orders - continued at a 
high rate during the sumrier of 1929, I do not see how this development can be used 
to explain the decline in motor output in this country at that time, whatever its 
implications may have been with regard to future activity. Taking a different
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approach, i t  might be argued that the effect of th is decline in  the export market 

upon prospective ac tiv ity  and profits was an important factor in  the p ro fit 

outlook for the industry and might presumably account in  part for the subsequent 

drop in the prices of motor equities. I f  i t  had been such a factor, however, I 

would have expected i t  to work out in the unloading of stock equities by insiders 

during the summer of 1929, whereas one very important distinguishing feature of 

the 1929 market collapse, so far as I can judge, was the fact that insiders were 

not, in the main, aware of the impending turn and had not unloaded th e ir holdings 

upon the public. So far as I can judge, therefore, the drop in the foreign market 

for motors, although a fact of primary importance in the real outlook, did not bulk 

large in 1929, either in the decline in actual motor output during the summer or 

in  the special market position of motor equities preceding the stock market break*

II* There were also certain  p eculiarities in the internal sales 

position of the industry which must be considered before anadequate picture of the 

whole situation  can be developed. Among these, the prevalence of installment selling 

has probably attracted most attention. The attached memorandum shows that a very

large proportion, namely______Per of total sales to domestic consumers

in  1929 were financed on an installment basis, as compared w ith __________  per cent

in 1928 and Per cent on the average for the years 1923-1928. This

does not seem to me to have been an unsettling factor prior to the stock market 

break, however, but rather a factor which might be expected to accentuate a decrease 

in consumer purchases during any subsequent period when business might decline.

Though i t  has received less attention, I have personally always 

f e l t  that the stock market i t s e l f  constituted an important element in consumer 

demand in 1928 and 1929, particularly  for motors. I t  is  impossible to measure 

sa tisfac to rily  the extent to which the increase in  consumers* purchases of motors 

in 1929 reflected semi-luxury expenditures by consumers in  command of non-recurrent
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or unstable income dependent upon a continuation of a boiling securities market.

The volume of purchases of cars by individuals in  receipt of stock market p ro fits, 

however, "was obviously large and m s augmented to a certain extent by the purchases 

of individuals, such as brokers, customers' men, stock salesmen, e tc ., -whose income 

depended indirectly  upon the continuance of an extremely active market. Granting, 

however, that the presence of th is source of buying may have represented a serious 

potential threat to continuance of the exceptionally high rate of ac tiv ity  in 

the motor industry, there m s no reason whatever for th is potential threat to be 

translated into an actual decline in  consumers* buying prior to the break in 

security prices. I t  cannot, therefore, explain the decline in ac tiv ity  during the 

third quarter of the year.

III.' The financial losses experienced by automobile dealers in a year 

of exceptionally active sales certainly seems at f i r s t  glance to point in the 

opposite direction. As 1929 drew to a close i t  became increasingly apparent that 

the industry was faced with a seriously impaired position on the part of automobile 

dealers. Not only were dealers burdened with an over-large inventory of new cars; 

in addition, i t  appeared that th e ir inventories of used cars taken in p artia l 

exchange for new cars had been allowed to accumulate a t an alam ing rate . Finally, 

i t  was ascertained that dealers’ earnings were also seriously impaired because, in  

th eir attempt to market th e ir quotas of new cars, they had resorted to a concealed 

form of price cutting through the device of allowing excessive valuations on used 

cars acquired as trade-ins. Considered alone, th is type of marketing d ifficu lty  

would seem to point towards an interpretation of 1929 as a year in which consumer 

purchasing power was impaired, due possibly to credit stringency. When the develop

ment is  considered in the lig h t of a l l  of the facts in the situation, however, 

especially with reference to the fact that actual consumer demand reached new high 

levels prior to the stock market break, this in terpretation appears to me to lose 

force.
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Idy own final interpretation of the whole series of developments, 

consequently, would be something as follows:
1. Consumer demand for cars prior to the stock market break in 1929, 

though based in part upon unstable factors, was large and showed a considerable 
increase over -what might normally have been expected in an ordinary year*

2* Large as it was, however, it was seriously over-estimated both by 
the more important motor producers and by their dealers, with the consequence that 
dealers* inventories reached abnormal proportions by the middle of the year*

3* In their effort to adjust the situation, dealers resorted to con
cealed price cutting in the form of increased trade allowances for used cars, while 
manufacturers cut production schedules heavily beginning in July*

4* This reduction in motor output constituted an important factor in 
the general decline in industrial production during the third quarter of the year 

preceding the stock market break, and to the extent that this decline was reflected 

in unemployment and a cut in consumers* incomei presumably had some effect upon the 
market for automobiles - probably more on the market for used cars than new cars*

5* New car sales remained high until September, sustained (a) by the 
relatively high, though falling, rate of general business activity, (b) by the 
widespread use of installment selling, (c) by the continued release of funds to 
consumers through stock market activities, and (d) by the highly favorable allow
ances available on used cars.

6* These developments checked for the time the increase in dealers* 
inventories of new cars but did not correct their inventory position with respect 
to used cars, which continued to accumulate*

7* During the last quarter of the year following the stock market 
collapse, both the increase in unemployment and the drastic absorption of consumers* 
balances in response to margin calls from security brokers were reflected in a
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Mr. (iĵ utrey -  8  -

a sharp declin e in  motor sa le s , w ith the re s u lt  that dealers* in ven tories, both 

o f new and used cars, remained serio u sly  high despite an in creasin gly  rapid 

curtailm ent in  the output o f new ca rs.

8* During 1930, consumers* purchases o f new cars were sharply lower 

than in  1929, r e fle c tin g  the deepening business depression and unemployment as w ell 

as the absence o f sp ec ia l support derived from stock exchange a c t iv i t ie s  which had 

characterized the f i r s t  three quarters o f the preceding year. As compared with 

years prior to 1929, however, consumers* demand made a somewhat more favorable

showing i being ________ per cent o f 1928 and _________ Per cent o f the

average during the years 1923-1928.

9. This showing, though somewhat more favorable than the comparison 

with 1929, did not contribute a corresponding degree o f support to b asic  in d u stria l 

a c t iv i t y ,  however, due to the fa c t  th at Per cent of these sales were

not supplied out o f new production but instead from inventories accumulated by 

dealers in  1929.

I r e a liz e  that th is  an alysis is  long and may possib ly bore you beyond 

measure. I hope that i t  does not, that i t  may possibly add a t places to the back

ground o f your a n a ly sis , and that you w i l l  welcome i t  for that reason. Personally,

I have become acutely conscious in  recent years o f the n ecessity  for a more informed 

and continuous exchange o f impressions between the scattered handfuls o f students 

who are ser io u sly  engaged in  the a rt o f in terp retin g  current phenomena from the 

point o f view o f  cen tral banking theory. Now that I am free  from o f f i c ia l  in h ib itio n s, 

i t  is  my purpose to tr y  to estab lish  some o f those contacts through correspondence 

such as th is . Please don’ t  fe e l  obliged to rep ly  or consider th is  le t t e r  a t a l l  

unless you lik e  the undertaking and unless the s p ir i t  in  which i t  is  offered is  

welcome to you and impels a response. I f  you do care to exchange your thoughts 

inform ally I w i l l  be glad to undertake to uphold my end o f the correspondence.

S in cerely ,
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IfTOtffl TfRM CHiBlf
IK THI vm m  STAT&S

The adequacy or inadequacy of e x istin g  fin a n cia l arrangement a fo r  meet

in g  the medium term cre d it needs o f large  in d u stria l borrowers has never 

arisen in tha United States in acute form. These borrowers are s u ff ic ie n t ly  

important to have access to the large  p rivate  banking houses, to the open 

secu rity  markets, and to the large  commercial hanks in the fin a n cia l center*. 

They are in a position* therefore, to finance th e ir  medium term cred it neeia 

e ith e r  on d ire c t loans from the la rg e  p riv ate  banks or the large  commercial 

banks, or by s e llin g  notes in the cap ita l market, (provided the issue ia  o f 

s u ff ic ie n t  s ize  to ju s t i fy  the expense o f underw riting). As such firms also 

frequently maintain regular banking connections with a considerable number 

of the la rg e r  banks in  the sm aller fin a n cia l centers, they are also in  a 

poaltlon to s h ift  short term loans from bank to bonk and thus meet th e ir  

a*Alum term cre d it needs without any individual commitment^ running longer 

than the customary cred it term. Except fo r  periods o f  genuine cred it s tr in 

gency, th erefore, or periods when the cap ita l markets have been r e la t iv e ly  

closed to new financing, these la rg e r  in d u stria l borrowers have not been 

p etrticu larly conscious o f a need fo r  more adequate f a c i l i t i e s  fo r  the finan

cing o f medium term c re d it needs.

The fhrmer and sm aller in d u str ia l entrepreneur, on the other hand, are 

not 1st a .p o sitio n  to use the open ca p ita l market and have h is to r ic a lly  re lie d  

mainly on th e ir  lo c a l u n it bank fo r  financing o f th e ir  medium term cred it 

need*, the loan some time a being secured by a short term mortgage on th e ir  

re a l property assets* (a  demand mortgage or a mortgage running fo r  1 ,  3, or 

5 yeara), and sometimes taking the form o f  a short term promlsory note (90
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day* to 6 months), these notes Here frequently unsecured, but it wag not un

usual in the case of saall incorporated Industrial concerns for securities of 

the firm to be l̂ rpothecated as collateral. Frequently the notes also were se

cured by the personal endorsement of local individuals of wealth who were per

sonally interested in the borrowing enterorise* Although the term of these 

notes was short — 90 days to 6 months — it was the expectation of both borrower 

and lender that they would be renewed on maturity*

These arrangements left much to be desired from the point of view of sound 

credit procedures, but, during periods characterised by relative economic secur

ity, they did have the effect of providing an efficient and flexible mechanism 

for Intermediate or medium ten? credit advances to borrowers of moderate means, 

the local “unit bark was thoroughly integrated in the life of its community both 

as to management and ownership, and the operations of potential borrowers for 

intermediate tern credit were intimately kno*7n to the directorate, which in 

fact was frequently directly interested in the ventures beim* financed* Assum

ing honest management, the local unit bank, therefore, was uniquely situated 
to pass judgment on the legitimate medium term credit needs of these types of 

borrowers.

the glaring lnadequa<  ̂ of these procedures became equally apparent with the 

advent of the serious credit strains which have accompanied recent depressions* 

the most publicised defect, of course, was the appearance, in a fairly large 

number of cases, of situations where the local bank was weakened by over-ex- 

tensions of credit to borrowers directly or indirectly affiliated with the 

management of thebank. Eliminating these situations, the almost complete ab

sence of liquidity in medium term creditsof this type proved to be highly
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embarrassing elements in bank portfolios during periods of drain. After banks 

subject to drains through the clearings had exhausted their liquid open mar

ket/assets, they found their medium term local loans completely unsuited either 

for hypothecation or realization. From the point of view of hypothecation they 

found that potential outside lenders* unfamiliar with local conditions, were 

usually unable to form any considered judgment on the worth of local loans to 

local concerns, the value of which depended neither on the ability of the concern 

to finance payrolls and purchase materials to meet orders on hand, nor cm tha 

orderly liquidation of stocks of raerchandiee, but rather on such Intangible fa©* 

tors as potential opportunities for expansion, management, and the ability of 

that jtanagement to adjust to changing future conditions, ^ben hypothecated, 

therefore, even the better of these loans were marked down at extremely heavy 

discounts. It was equally found that realization on these loans, in times of 

crisis, was difficult if not impossible. Their value, irrespective of whether 

they were secured or unsecned, r*sted essentially upon the op orations of the 

borrowers as £oing concerns. In case attempt was made to take possession and 

to realize on the security, they were found to have little immediate value. In 

the esses of farm mortgages this was due to the general, agricultural depression; 

in the case of mortgages upon small industrial properties, becaune of the special 

purpose value of the physical assets underlying the mortgage; and in the cate 

of pledged securities, because these securities, representing stock in small 

local concerns, were essentially unmarketable.

¥he attempt to realize on small industrial medium term loans, moreover, 

had other repercusilbne which, though less publicised, exerted strong ten

dencies toward accentuating the depression. Although essentially medium tern 

loans, contracted to finance medium term operations, they were written, as 

noted above, in the form of short term loans with the expectation on the part
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of |oth borroirer and leader that they would be rene*rod at maturity. During 

periods of stability this practice appears to have operated in the direction of 

conservative/finance* in that the lending bank* though expected to renew me 

loan* was not legally obligated to do so and was la a position In consequence 

to exert continued pressure on the borrower in the interest of aonsorvativ* fl«r 

nancial operations. Airing the crisis, on the other hand, this practice proved 

definitely deleterious. Banks in straitened circumitances and particularly 

closed banks in the hands of receivers» were reluctant to renew these loans aad 

brought heavy pressure to bear looking toward their repayment as they fell legally 

due. The result was that small entrepreneurial borrowers found themselves preseed 

for repayment of commitments long before the industrial operations, whieh had 

originally constituted the occasion for borrowing# were matured* $h«y were 

forced, in consequence, to make heavy sacrifices at a most inopportune tine, a 

phenomenon which has had persistent after effects in a dampening of the spirit 

of enterprise and an accentuation of the tendency toward the maintenance of an 

exceptionally high degree of liquidity among industrial firms*

Shese phenomena constitute the background for the problem of medlua tern 

credit facilities for agricultural and small entrepreneurial borrowers aa It 

appears in the United States today* $he problem, itself, first became acute 

in the ease of agricultural borrowers during the agricultural crisis of 1920- 

1923. At that time the sudden collapee of prices for farm products, costing 

at a tiae *rhcn fax&iers: as' a g*oup were heavily overextended, resulted In a 

wave of failures/^ong saall ualt banks in predoainantly agricultural ckwk 

munities. lax stanprds ia extending credits and overchartering of banks, fre

quently on insufficient capital, instituted the major factors In this collapse,
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but as the debris liras cleared away three things became appareifc, one, that agri- 
cultural producers ©ould make relatively little use of genuine short tens loads, 
— their production cycle ms longer than Industry and required correspondingly 

longer/loan commitments; two, that much of the short term paper In banks spec* 
ialising in loans to agricultural producers was in reality intermediate credit 

paper in that it was expected as a matter of course by both borrower and lender 

that the loan would be renewed on maturity} and three, that failures were e*» 

ceptionally high among those banks which specialized In these loans. Hecogni- 
tioa of this situation led to the first organized attempt in this country to 

meet directly the legitimate needs of agricultural borrowers for intermediate 

credit in a foriaufoich would not collapse during a crisis and leave both the 

local unit b*nk and the borrowing farmer in an impossibily v?eaka»ed position*

In the plan adopted at that time, the banking laws were amended to permit batik* 

opemly to make, and the Federal reserve banks to rediscount, a g r iculturalpaper 

of longer than 90 days maturity. Provision was also made by the Federal govern

ment for the organization of intermediate credit banks to serve agricultural 

borrowers, such banks to have access to the o*>en market for the sale of deben

tures to obtain funds with which to finance their operations. 'Phase measure* 

were enacted into law in 1923*

Admirable as was the diagnosis of the problem facing t>oth farmers and 

unit* banks located in agricultural communities at that time, the lnterme&iat* 

credit banks provided for found little opportunity to function during the Im

mediately ensuing year*. This was due largely to. simultaneous development* la 

the farm- mortgage field which had the effect, temporarily, of diverting the 

meet pressing needs for intermediate agricultural loan* into the mortgage martes*.
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Prior to the crisis of 19 20-23, the Federal government had mad© provision for 

a more adequate system of long tens agricultural mortgage credit through the 

oxgxinlsation of the Federal land hanks and joint stock/land hanks, hut due to 

certain impediments* largely legal in character* these institution* bad not 

been In a position to function effectively until after the post-war crisis had 

made its appearance. At that time, however, they entered into operation and 

Bade available non-local funds for long-term agricultural mortgage loans at 

interest rates and on terms more favorable than had previously prevailed* At 

the same time, the larger insurance companies In search of outlets for an ex

panded volume of Investment funds adopted the policy of increasing their farm 

mortgage loans. Under the impetus of these forces farmers made little use of 

the new system cf intermediate credit banks* *Phey preferred, on the whole, 

consolidate their debts into long term mortgages contracted with non-loca£ 

lenders* As a result they were able to pay off their local banks out of non- 

looal funds without recourse to the new intermediate credit facilities*

Specific requirements for agricultural medium term credit played a smeller 

part in the more recent crisis of 193°~3^« ?h*t crisis was so severe and reduced 

the net income of so many farmers to negative figures that all forms of agricul

tural credit provided by private lenders collapsed under the strain, The situa

tion was so serious that it required direct intervention on the part of the Feder& 

government armed with direct access to the Federal credit to restore an orderly 

functioning to the market* At early as 1930* failures were widespread among 

baxjks located In agricultural regions and credit curtailment in force in many, 

hanks which remained open* By I93I* all types of institutions dealing with farm 

mortgages were having difficulty and new mortgage money was difficult to obtain* 

Tinder these circumstances, the (Federal government through the Farm Board* the

-6.
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Foma Loan Board, and the Reconstruction Finance Corporation at first organised 

a variety of emergency institutions to alleviate different typ*s of agricultural 

or adit stringency, and later , in 1933# organised the Farm Credit Administration 

to make a fundamental attack upon the whole problem of agricultural credit.

This organisation hacked by direct access to federal funds took direction over 

all of the different federally sponsored institutions dealing with agricultural 

credit and reorganized them into a coordinated system of agricultural lending 

Institutions capable of meeting all types of needs for agricultural loans.

Since 1933» therefore, the problem of medium term loans in the United 

States has narrowed down largely to loans for small industrial entrepreneurs. 

Coincident with the financial and ndustrial crisis of 193^-3^• local banks# as 

noted above, found theme elves embarrassed by their possession of such loans and 

small Industrial borrowers on their port found renewals of loans of this chara©- 

ter more difficult to negotiate and new loans much more difficult to obtain. 

Since the crisis of 1933* tils situation has been alleviated somewhat by a return 

on the part of many individual banks to their traditional lending practices with 

respect to credit demands originating in the medium term loan needs of saall in* 

dustrial borrowers. %  and large, however, a void has been created in our fi

nancial facilities which has not as yet been successfully filled. It has been 

rotated, first, because the more conservative local banking institutions, i .e ., 

those which were most liquid during the crisis and were least involved in loans 

of medium term character* havp on the whole shown by far the greater tendency 

to survive, and second, because bankers in general are loathe to recommit them

selves heavily in types of loans which brought them the greatest difficulties 

during the crisis.

A further factor of considerable magnitude has also operated
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dtarlag recent year*, namely, a breakdown In the whole network of local fiaaacial 

relationship upon which the successful advance of medium term fuads to local entre

preneurial borrowers was formerly based* 5he small local entrepreneurial borrower 

is not likely to be ia a position to meet readily objective standards for media* 

tens lending* I f  he is to represent a good eredlt risk over a medium term period, 

it is p referable  that he should be expanding* If he is expanding however, he 

is probably short of capital, h is equity in the enterprises is someetlftt extended, 

and his tangible assets are more likely than not to consist of special-parpese 

plant and equipment that v/ould be of negligible value on an auction basis* fhe 

real b asis o f medium term cre d it in such cases re s ts  on the personal financial 

strength o f tho backers of the enterprise as *ell as on the len d er1 s Judgment 

of its p o te n tia l p o s s ib i l i t ie s  and the q u ality  of its amazement* P rio r to the 

crisis, when the baak was owned .and operated by the most substantial eitiseat 

of the community, i t  was more than l ik e ly  that the bank would have among its 

own stockholders the responsible backers of those lo c a l in d u stria l enterprises 

that were most in need of medium term credit for expansion. To a certain ex

tent, th erefo re, the ultim ate cushion o f risk both for the bank aad the local 

industrial en terprises wsait back to the sane group o f leading lo c a l interests* 

During the crisis eushifnCof r is k  became serio u sly  impaired for bnt& 

stockholders and directors in general were compelled by circumstances to draw 

veiy h eav ily  on their p riv ate  resources, first, to make good assessments on 

their bank stock in desperate efforts to maintain the solvency of th e ir  banks, 

and later to make good oa the double liability which at that time was attached

to holders of baffle stocks* After the crisis, /therefore, the losses which these
(

local interests had sustained as stockholders and responsible directors in the
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various local b*mks were frequently sufficiently l»rge to impair the* value of 
their endorsement on the notes of the local enterprises in which they were in
terested* In other words, the community of interest and of financial responsi
bility that had r>revlouely given great strength to the local unitary banking 
system that irevailed in this country wis completely wrecked in many communities 
by the banking crisis itself. As a result, the banking crisis in and of itself* 
serio u sly  iim>aired the financial standing of t>“ose groups in each local community 
upon whose credit the soundness of local medium term industrial advances had 
formerly been ba* ed, and local enterprises that hnd once represented favorable 
medium term credit riske »ere no longer in a position to qualify for such ad
vances*

Several attempts have been made to narrow the void in oravlouely existing 
credit facilities thus crated* Lsrge national manufacturing concerns, such as 
the automobile companies, have in some cases organised themselves to make avail
able medium term credit facilities to thMr local dealers. The installment fi
nance companies also, in some cases, ĥ .ve entered the business of financing 
purchases of industrial equipment on an installment basis. ?he most ambitious 
attempts to fill the void, however, have been made by the ?edoral government.
As early as 1932, the appearance of credit stringency in various localities at 
a tine when the national money market was quite liquid led the Federal reserve 
bank* to seek and to obtain permission to make commercial loans directly to in
dustrial and commercial borrowers. They were able to conclude only a small
volume of these loans, however, since very few of the appl1cantsowers able to

or
meet the high standards for eommercial^ndustrlal advances that had been written 
into the law. By 193**# it was becoming generally recognised that such credit
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stringency as existed was not due to the unavallability of credit for needs 

that met acknowledged credit standards, but rather to the unwillingness of banks 

to continue to make borderline loans* In that year? » consequently, the law 

was amended to permit both the Federal reserve banks and the Reconstruction Fi

nance Corporation to make industrial loans on quite liberal terms as to maturity, 

interest charges and collateral, provided that they conformed to the test of 

possessing full and adequate security* Both institutions received a relatively 

large number of applications as a ronhlt of these amendments to the lew, but 

again found only a relatively small number that could meet the standards es

tablished* Recently the Reconstruction Finance Corporation has been able to 

sake a somewhat larger volume of advances of this kind by adopting the defini

tion that such advances need have only reasonable security.l/ Meanwhile, several 

attempts have been made to encourage the commercial banks to relax the more rigid 

credit procedure which they had adopted as a result of the crisis. In 1939# the 

banking laws were amended to permit the Federal reserve banks to rediscount, under 

certain conditions, all types of paper presented by th e ir  members provided this 

paper met the test of soundness* More recently examination procedures have been 

revised to jkistinguish more sharply between "slow* assets and "doubtful" assets 

In the portfolios of banks* As a result a bank can now make a medium term credit 

loan as such and still meet examination requirements and also be In a position 

to rediscount this paper with its Federal reserve bank, provided always that 

the paper qualifiers with fraspeCt to• &&«U3?aatfes f  or~its~t&tifeate*repaysfont •

1/ In 1935 and 193^ the F id S l  Housing Mministration in its efforte toire- " * 
store activity to the construction trades, undertook to Insure lenders 
against losses on installment loans contracted for the purpose of modem** 
islng real properties* Certain categories of these loans, i .e ., those made 
available to commercial and industrial concerns for the modernisation of 
thetu^real property, met needs that might ordinarily have been classed as 
medluft credit demands*
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A1though it i* too early to staie what th# ultimate effects of these mea

sures may he, it is my personal Judgment that they hacre approached, hut hare 

not yet reached, the cor* of the financial problem posed by demands for medium 

term credits* I do believe, on the other hand, that we are now in a position 

to define much more definitely what we mean by the problem of medium term credit* 

and to state some, at l*ast, of the requirements which a solution of that pro- 

blsa must meet. The main lessons which we hare learned from our experience can 

be itemized as follows?

A, The term "medium term c re d it” is much too vague. It must be broken 

down by categories of borrowers and by types o f financial ai3 required. From 

the point of view of caterries of borrowers, there is likely to be no problem 

of medium term credit as such with respect to la rg e  horror or s. I f  such borrow

er* have access to open capital markets where they can sell th e ir  securities and 

to large banking institutions fo r  financing t^elr ordinary cred it needs, the*e 

sources of funds taken together habitually afford sufficiently flexible finan

cial facilities to meet all needs for raeditai term credit as such. If large 

potential borrower* do not have access to open capital markets or to large 

banking institution** they are faced with a general problem of lack  of finan

cial facilities, of which the need for specific medium term credit facilities 

would constitute only a minor part.

It i* likewise confusing to deal with agricultural needs for medium term 

oredit separately from general agricultural credit requirements. $he haslc 

condition* under which agriculture* functions vary so basically from those 

characteristic of commerce and industry, that they require a completely separate 

approach with respect to sound and adequate financial facilities. Tor example,

-11-
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instltutions specialising In industrial lending* either on short term* Bedim 

teia* or long term* do not gain from that experience wisdom in the granting or 

withholding of their respective types of credit to agricultural producers. In

stitutions specialising in agricultural credit as such* on the other hand* are 

such better situated to deal with all types of credit needed by agricultural 

producers*

Finally, the phr®se "medium term credit" as customarily used does not refer 

to the medium term credit needs of individuals or consumers, though these needs 

are widely existent, e.g. $ installment credit needs* and needs for credit to re

pair and modernize homes. The roa1 area covered by the general phrase medium 

term credit, when this phrase is'used to define a current problem, usually nar

rows down to the provision of facilities for medium term financing to small and 

local industrial and commercial entrepreneurs.

B. These needs have Ion# existed and have hat access to funds in the past. 

They have not, however, been recognised or>enly nor hgp* they had access to sources 

of funds organised for the purpose of meeting the specific and peculiar require

ments of medium term financing. Instead, these loans have been concealed in the

form of mortgage loans or in the form of 3hort term Industrial and commercial 

loans. Such practices are definitely deleterious from the point of view of 

economic stability, deleterious both to the lender and the borrower: to th* 

lender because loans of this character do not conform to the standards of, nor 

afford the security expected in* mortgage loans or short term commercial and 

industrial loans; to the borrower because at times of economic pressure, when 

In any case the hazards of successful management are high, there may be added 

to these hazards pressure to repny outstanding financial debts at a time and la
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a period that 'bears no relation to the original purpose of the commitment. If 

an advance of medium tern credit to a snail Industrial borrower is justified. It 

it Justified by the fact that he proposes to use the funds productively In aa 

operation which will require a medium term period — 2 years, 5 possibly

S years — to Justify its extension, l.e«, to liquliy the original loan with 

interest and with profit* There is ordinarily no time within that period when 

the loan can be called without embarrassment to the borrower nor without under

lining the original operation upon which the advance of the funds was Justified* 

It is a matter of prime importance, therefore, that when credits for medium 

tern purposes are advanced, they should openly take the form o f medium term 

credits with terms for amortization or repayment conforming to the expected 

liquidationof the operation which the funds were originally advanced to finance. 

By thi3 means.tho portfolio of the lending institution is  made to reflect the 

genuine character of the assets upon which its solvency is based, and the 

economic system as a whole is protected against wholly unnecessary accentuation 

of the strains that are Inherent in the cyclical fluctuations of business move

ments*

C. Inhere is a genuine economic and social Justification for creating 

facilities to make medium term funds available to small entrepreneurial appli

cants* Current opinion Is uncertain and in a state of flux with respect to 

many of the problems of large as compared with small industry* It is weighing 

the advantages of mass production against the growth of practices that appear 

monopolistic; the advantages of highly specialized, centralized controls as 

compared with the flexibility of decentralized operations; the effects on our 

population of the growth of large, highly congested urban areas* It Is signifi

cant that in the heat of this debate there Is no Important body of opinion that
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advocates the dissolution of snail industries* It is generally recognized, 

rather, that the continued existence of a fair proportion of small industrial 

organizations is necessary to the economic health of a free economy. There 

are, for example, distinct social advantages in maintaining open the spirit of 

individualism and enterprise that are characteristically associated with small 

enterpr en eurial concerns} there are also many localities and areas In the modern 

economic world that can only be organized efficiently by the email entrepreneur, 

i .e ., areas of resources and demand that require for their successful organisa

tion the detailed and intimate knowledge of local conditions which only the 

small entrepreneur o*n furnish* We cannot forget, finally, that the industry 

which is outstanding above all others in the world today in the efficiency with 

which it has adapted productive resources to human needs, tho automobile Indus

try, was developsd entirely by small entrepreneurs* It is important, therefore, 

fro* the point of view of public poller, to noire sure that the eveiutlonof our 

financial mechanism In the direction of more specialized procedures and more 

soundly organized mechanisms does not also have as an unforeseen by-product 

tho result of withdrawing from the small entrepreneur a source of financial 

accommodation which is necessary to his survival*

$♦ The establishment of credit procedures calculated to minimize risk in 

medium torn loans to small entrepreneurs is attended by unusual difficulties*

In fact, the specific relevant considerations attending each loan application 

are so various and differ so widely rrom one applicant to another as to make 

any routinized procedure hazardous and essentially Inapplicable* For example, the 

loans are not compare!)!* to commercial loans to finance receivables or goods in 

transit, or .stocks of merchandise awaiting sale, nor to industrial loans to fi

nance payrolls and purchases of raw materials needed to make up goods to aest
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orders Already on hand* They do not, in general, therefore, fall into categories 

where their validity can be justified by quick reference to easily ascertainable 

faeta and their repayment more or less guaranteed by Insistence upon definite 

docnmentaxy assignments* On the contrary, In the majority of cases, these ap

plications are for loans that are essentially loans of capital. Very often in 

fact it would be improper to grant these applications in the form of loans at 

all, in as much as the need of the entemrise is rather for equity capital, or 

at the least for an Increase in its equity capital coincident with and supple* 

mentary to the borrowing of medium term funds* This means that the institutions 

advancing medium term funds must be in a position to make a balanced judgment 

concerning all of the imponderable factors that in the end will determine the 

profitability to the borrower of the proposed advance* In other words, the ln~ 

stitution advancing medium ter® funds to small borrowers should actually be as 

careful and meticulous in his procedures as the investment banker who under

takes to underwrite an issue of securities for flotation in the capital markets.

It should also be in a position to form a judgment on the saiae range of elements
-•"''V" *

of risk* Unfortunately, however, the average size of medium term credit loans 

is simply too small to Justify the expense of this type of meticulous investigation* 

At the. same !time these loantr are • too large, and the loss Involved in aay one 

default would be too great, to justify the lender in resorting to' more routlnlsed 

procedures such as are successfully used to minimise risk in the case of personal 

loans, installment loans# and mortgage loans on homes.

It Is for these reasons that in American experience the local unit bank 

has been in a bet tar position to pass judgment on medium tens advances to small 

Industries than other! potentially competing financial institutions* The local
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unit back simply did not have to make an extended Investigation of a local ap
plicant for a medium term advance because it ms already, as a matter of coirse, 
in Intimate touch with his business. It is for this reason also that non-local 
lenders have been relatively unsuccessful In filling the void left in recent 
years by the partial withdrawal of the local bank from this field. Outside pri
vate lenders who have experimented with these loans report that the expenses, of 
preliminary Investigation pjnd also of following up the loan after it lias been made 
are frequently prblxibitive, unless, as in the case of automobile companies 
that finance their local dealers, the outside lender is already in a position 
because of other contacts to be tatiinately in touch with the borrowing enter
prise.

S. The fact that the real needs for medium term advances on the "art of 
small entrepreneurial borrowers usually correspond mure closely to needs for ad
vances of capital than advances of credit and frequently border on a need for 
equity capital, leads to four further major concl-asicms with respect to the typ# 
of financial organization which could most properly specialize in advancing funds 
tc meet this need.

first, it is an extremely difficult field for direct governmental advances, 
experience has shown that governmental financial institutions can supplant pri
vate lending agencies with a considerable degree of success in the ca*e of ad
vance# which are adapted to rcutlnifed credit procedures. In these cases the 
government can protect itself end Its operating personnel against corruption 
and undue pressure for advances by applicants possessing political influence 
through the adoption of centralised controls and the promulgation of definite 
credit standards which all applications must meet* In the case of advances of

• 1
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* capital nature, however, i.e, advances which frequently border on equity funds, 

th* adoption of definite credit standards centrally established frequently hat 

the effect of eliminating automatically a great portion of those application* 

which constitute the main need for tMs tyue of advance* The experience of 

the Federal reserve banks and the Reconstruction Finance Corporation with lndii«*» 

trial loans in this country has amply demonstrated this point. Both institutions 

found that the great nrajority ef the applications simply did not provide that 

type of security or the relative certainty of favorable outcome which a conscien

tious civil servant desires and needs if he is to he In a position to justify 

the Impersonal nature of bis decision to advance funds* The frreit majority of

the applications, rather, tore of a type which ideally needed consideration by 
private lending
nj institution that *»ould he risfcinr Its own funds and its own capital on th* 

outcome of the advance* which it granted*

Second, r. flannelal i np.ti tut ion specialising in advances of t^is character 

should not he confined to the loan of funds* Prevision should also he frartdy 

made for the advancing of equity capital, that is, the purchase of common stock 

In the enterprise desiring additional financing* Such purchase mî ht be made as 

an alternative to a loan, or as supplementary to it* In tHc way, the borrow* 

ing enterprise would be protected against over-extension of its equity and the 

institution advancing medium term funds would be in a better position to aver* 

age its gains against its losses*

fhlrd, the lending institution advancing medium term funds should have a 

capital ratio higher than customarily prevails among banking institutions in the 

Tfoit*d States* At present In this country, commercial banks endeavor to main* 

tain a ratio of capital equal to at least 10 per cent of their deposit liabilities

• 17-
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fcatlos as low as these are safe when the assets of the lending institution are 
closely Retarded against risk* A moderately high degree of risk:, however. Is 
almost inevitable in the case of institutions advancing medium term funds, if 
these institutions are really to serve the need that exists among small enter* 

prises. To make such lending sound, therefore, the lending Institution should 

protect itself by maintaining a higher capital ratio, say, between 25 and Ub 

per cent*

Finally, any mechanism created, to meet the need for medium term advances to 
small enterprises should have access fer part of its resources at least to nun- 
local sources of funds* It should he able to obtain funds to finance its oner** 
tlons by, for example, the sale of its debentures either to outside banks or la 
the capital markets* "his ia necessary for % variety of reasons, (r.) to avoid 
the necessity of relying unoti funds as unsuited to sediun term advances as 
those represented by local deposit accounts, (b) to hnve access to cheaper sources 
of medium term* funds th«n is customary in expanding communities that are rela~ 
tlvely deficient in savings, an* (c) to avoid a general free*ring of credit in 
periods of industrial stagnation when a particular locality as a srhole may be 
under severe pressure and subject to serious drains through tho exchanges*

gflftfiinalga

These five main heads summarize moet of our experience with thie problem 
to date* As 1 have indicated above, I do not believe that we have solved it as 
yet in the United State** Oar traditional approach,through the use of the locsl 
unit bask, had the advantage that that tank was in a prime position to Judge 
quickly and without undo* investigation the legitimacy of a given credit applica- 
tidu^It could also follow the subsequent fortunes of the borrowing enterpriee
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without undue effort* Because of the fact that its own stockholders, with their 

double liability, were also likely to be personally interested in the fortunes 

of the borrowing concern, it conformed in aa Indirect and concealed fashion to 

many of the equity requirements noted above* i .e ., lossss on theso capital loans 

many of which bordered on equity commitments, were balanced in a sense by equity 

gains on successful loans, not gains openly and legally to the banks as such, 

but effective none the less because they accrued to the stockholders back of 

th* bank* The weaknesses of this system, however, were equally aoparent, (a)

In the writing of medium term commitments in the form of short term notes, (b) 

in the exclusive reliance upon local funds to meet capital requirements in an 

expanding community, (c) in the tying up of deposit money in non-liquid medium 

tera commitments, (d) in the low capital ratio characteristics of banks of de

posit, and (S) in the ever"present possibility that unjustified advances would 

be made to enterprises in which the ownership of the bank was personally inter

ested* The attempts, on the other hand, to fill the void left by the withdraw

al of the local unit bank from this field have been only partially effective 

because public agencies have not been in a position to advance equity funds di

rectly nor to make capital loans which border on equity advances, and because 

most non-local private agencies have found that the costs involved in the inves

tigation aad eontrol of these advances is too great.

A real solution of the problem# therefore, requires a type of financial 

mechanism different from any that has yet operated in this field in this country* 

Among our existing financial institutions the large installment finance compan

ies approach more ge n e r a than any other to the type of organisation that
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mlght be expected to spec!allze successfully in this field la that they «re 

capitalized at a much hi gfcer ratio than hanks, their financial standing is high, 

and In deriving their investment funds they are able to s«Q}pl^ient their own 

Capital by the sale of debentures carrying very low rates to a wide variety of 

hanks and also in the open market. Of all financial organizations operating on 

a national scale in this country# furthermore, the large Installment finance 

companies come nearer than assy other to having that kind of intimate local con

tact and intimate knowledge of local conditions that Is a prime prerequisite of 

succsss in the field of siBall|Kiedlum term credits* These same companies* however, 

hen achieved their present high credit standing and success in large part be- 

cans# the Installment finance business lends itself to highly routinized procedures
♦

and standards under which a central office management is in a position? to kee$> 

highly decentralised lending outlets under effective centralised control* They 

have not, therefore, met management tests as different as thor?e which would be 

posed were organized financial institutions to undertake to specialize in medium 

term credit loans*

The group banking systems which flourished in this country in the decade 

prior to 1929 may also carry a clue to the answer to this problem* In these sys

tems which* from the point of organization* fill halfway between a unit banking 

system and a branch banking system* there wa^ combined through a variety of de

vices a certain degree of local responsibility and local management on the part 

of the local component banks with centralized ownership and the possibility of 

csn trail zed access to outside funds* As commercial banking systems, these or* 

ganizatlons had a bad record during the crisis end hare properly been subjected 

to heavy criticism* It may be, however* that their experience has more positive 

contributions to make toward the problem of organising a financial mechanism 

really capable of meeting the needs that exist for medium term advances*

«*c**
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